
20.4 SkillBuilder: Reading and describing basic
choropleth maps
20.4.1 Tell me
What is a basic choropleth map?
A basic choropleth map is a shaded or coloured map that shows the density or concentration of a particular
aspect of an area. The key/legend shows the value of each shading or colouring. The darkest colours show
the highest concentration, and the lightest colours show the lowest concentration.

Why are basic choropleth maps useful?
A basic choropleth map is used to show particular aspects in a pictorial way. They allow the viewer to
quickly identify where the values are highest (darkest) and lowest (lightest) and note any patterns over
space. However, the information is based on averages and precise data is not given for a particular place
or region within the map. Areas can contain within them wide variations from the average value mapped.
An atlas will have a wide range of choropleth maps.

Basic choropleth maps are useful for showing:• differences between the highest and lowest concentrations of aspects• average rainfall across a country• average population densities per region• average wealth per country• average number of cars per household in local council areas.

Model
The population density across Brazil varies considerably from the coast to the inland regions. The
population density is greatest (over 100 people per square kilometre) along the Atlantic Ocean coast,
especially in the largest cities. For a distance of about 700 kilometres from the coast, the population density
is generally around 50 people per square kilometre. The large inland area of Brazil has a low population
density of less than 10 people per square kilometre.

A good description of a basic choropleth map is achieved if:• an overall pattern is described• the highest concentration is identified• the lowest concentration is identified• any anomalies are stated• quantification is used wherever possible.

20.4.2 Show me
How to read and describe a basic choropleth map

Video eLesson Reading and describing basic choropleth maps (eles-1706)

You will need:• a basic choropleth map.

Procedure:
Step 1
Read the title of the map to get an impression of what the map is going to show you. Check that the source
of the information is a recognised authority. If the source is not stated, check the list of acknowledgements
for the textbook to find out where the information came from.
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Step 2
Read the key/legend next. Check the units of measurement that are used. Think about the divisions that are
used for colours. The darker the colour, the more intense or higher the value; similarly, the paler the colour,
the less intense or lower the value. Cast your eye over the map, taking in the colours and trying to work out
any general patterns that emerge.

FIGURE 1 Population density in Brazil
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Source: MAPgraphics Pty Ltd, Brisbane

Step 3
To interpret the colours, you need to comment on where the darkest colours or the more intense/higher
values occur. Can you discuss the map by continent, or by region? For example, the highest density of
people in Brazil occurs in the cities, such as São Paulo and Fortaleza, on the Atlantic Ocean coastline.

Step 4
To further interpret the colours, you need to comment on where the lightest colours or the least
intense/lower values occur. Can you discuss the map by continent, or by region? For example, the lowest
density of people in Brazil occurs in the large inland region, especially along and around the Amazon River
and its tributaries.Pdf_Folio:29
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Step 5
Are there any coloured areas that stand out from the rest as being unusual? That is, is there a colour among
a mass of other colour that isn’t expected? This is referred to as an anomaly, and needs to be discussed.
Identify the place that is different from the surrounding area. For example, the population densities around
Brasilia and Goiania are unusual as these appear to be isolated clusters of higher population, whereas most
of the area contains fewer than 10 people per square kilometre.

Checklist
I have:• described an overall pattern• identified the highest concentration• identified the lowest concentration• stated any anomalies• used quantification wherever possible.

Interactivity Reading and describing basic choropleth maps (int-3286)

20.4.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

20.4 ACTIVITIES
Read and interpret FIGURE 2 in subtopic 18.3 Australian Urbanisation, a basic choropleth map of Australia’s
annual rainfall distribution, by answering the following questions.
1. Which region(s) of Australia have a pattern indicating the highest rainfall? Provide statistics or numbers

(quantification) in your answer, such as percentage (%), size or area (square kilometres, km2).
2. Which region(s) of Australia have a pattern indicating the lowest rainfall? Include quantification in your

answer.
3. Are there any places that do not fit the expected pattern? State the locations of these anomalies.
4. Which Australian state receives the most rainfall?
5. Give two reasons that large parts of Australia have a low rainfall.
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